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Cross Group Collaboration

Working jointly with others in business is a key underpinning of success in any endeavor. Today’s workplace involves
diverse workgroups with varying disciplines, cultures and even physical locations and time zones. The need for
effective team collaboration is more critical than ever, and can mean the difference between meeting project
deliverables on time, managing budgets and satisfying the customer, or the many costs of failure.
The program addresses the challenges of working across teams, explores the work dynamics unique to each team and
focuses on creating the best possible team interactions to ensure successful collaboration.
Effective Cross Group Collaboration based on trust, clear boundaries and expectations not only enhances the success
of your projects, it increases morale, increases profitability and drops more to the bottom line.
Program Details

Understanding the goals, structures, data acquisition processes, timelines and deliverables for each group allows
group members to develop approaches to and streamline decision making for successful project completion. Further,
influencing and emotional intelligence skills are an intricate part of the program content.
Cross Group Collaboration can be delivered through either Group Process Facilitation with all group members
involved in a project, or as a Training Program for individuals involved in Cross Group projects. Both approaches are
highly interactive and focus on building skills and using tools that have a powerful impact on participants.

About Stephanie Reynolds Consulting
Stephanie Reynolds Consulting is a premier provider of breakthrough executive coaching, team facilitation,
organizational development, and training solutions. We offer a successful track record working with clients ranging
from start up to Fortune 500 such as Amazon, Genie, Microsoft, Philips, and T-Mobile. We specialize in designing and
delivering programmatic solutions to scale individuals, teams, and organizations. We are respected for our client
commitment, business acumen, trusted advice, and remarkable results.
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